ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY

Anna University was established on 4th Sep 1978 as a unitary type of University. It offers higher education in Engineering, Technology and allied Sciences relevant to the current and projected needs of the society. Besides promoting research and disseminating knowledge gained, it fosters cooperation between the academic and industrial communities. It is currently functioning with four Regional Centres and thirteen constituent colleges. The University continuously supports academic and research activities among its affiliated colleges. The Anna University is of the affiliated and type is a member of the Association of Indian Universities, the Association of Commonwealth Universities and Partner of UNESCO International Center for Engineering Education (UICEE). UGC has accredited Anna University with Five Star Status in 2002. With proven capabilities both in academic and research areas, Anna University was able to receive this honour for a period of five years for excellence in Technical Education.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

The growth and development of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) has led to their diffusion and application, thus increasing their economic and social impact.

The Department of IT in Anna University, Regional Centre, Coimbatore undertakes a wide range of activities aimed at improving the society's understanding of how ICTs contribute to sustainable economic growth and social well-being, thus playing a huge role in creating a knowledge-based society.

The Department of IT offers Post Graduation courses in the following disciplines:

- M.Tech - Information Technology
- M.Tech - Mainframe Technology
- M.E - Multimedia Technologies
- M.E - Mobile and Pervasive Computing
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FEE DETAILS 

Industry Participants: Rs. 2000 
Academician/Research Scholar: Rs. 1500 
UG, PG Students: Rs. 1000 

The payment should be made through Demand Draft drawn in favour of “Information Technology Association, Anna University, Regional Centre, Coimbatore” Payable at Coimbatore.
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The core objective of the conference is to provide a podium for budding Research scholars, Engineers, academician and Industry professionals to showcase their new thoughts, both theoretical and practical facets and enhance their technical repertoire of the IT industry. Papers are invited on the following topics:

• Artificial Intelligence 
• Ad-hoc Networks 
• Big Data Analytics 
• Cloud Computing 
• Cryptographic Techniques 
• Distributed Systems 
• Grid Computing 
• Image Processing 
• Information Retrieval 
• Intelligent Transport System 
• Multimedia Techniques 
• Neural Network and Fuzzy Logic 
• Mobile and Pervasive Computing 
• Ontology and Web Services 
• Optimization Techniques 
• Parallel Algorithms and Processing 
• Semantic Web 
• Software Agents 
• Soft Computing 
• Software Engineering and Testing 

DATES TO REMEMBER 

Last Date for Submitting Full Paper: 12.02.2014 
Intimation of Acceptance: 20.02.2014 
Final Submission & Registration: 24.02.2014 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Authors are invited to submit their original unpublished research papers for presentation in the above mentioned areas. One soft copy of the full paper not exceeding 8 pages (A4 size) with Times New Roman font size 10, IEEE format are requested to be send to the following conference mail id:
e-mail: ncciiit2014@gmail.com